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During this period of social distancing it is essential that you maintain strength in muscles and mobility
in joints. This is particularly important for those less mobile. We have created this simple program of
mobility and strength exercise for you to do at home. It is designed for people who have restricted
mobility and strength. Please follow the videos for each exercise and only do what you feel able and
within the limits of you pain. We have given guidance for the number of repetitions for each exercise,
start off with the lowest and gradually build these up day by day, we suggest doing the program once
every day. If you find it too difficult you can reduce the number of repetitions or the range of movement in
each exercise. Stop if you feel severe pain, chest pain or experience shortness of breath. If you have
any queries don't hesitate to contact us.

Chair Squat

Stand tall with your feet approximately hip-width apart and weight distributed
evenly on both feet.
Make sure the chair behind you is at a suitable distance from you.

Bend your knees and hips and squat down onto the chair. Knees and toes
should be pointing in the same direction.
Sit down lightly and push back up to the starting position using your front
thighs and buttock muscles.

Repeat 5  - 10  times.

Sitting on a chair, back straight.

Clasp the arms of the chair and lift your bottom from the seat by straightening
your arms and pushing the shoulders down. Do not let your chin protrude
forward.

Repeat 5  - 10  times.

https://ptuk001a.physiotoolsonline.com/ton/video.aspx?VCheck=1275143922&type=HTML5&id=41620&iid=0&actualId=13102335.20039&ts=637203116220544620
https://ptuk001a.physiotoolsonline.com/ton/video.aspx?VCheck=1275143922&type=HTML5&id=16&iid=0&actualId=13102335.20040&ts=637203116220700896
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Sit or stand holding your hands on your chest with  kg weights in your
hands.

Alternating arms lift the weights from your chest straight up and bring back
down.

Repeat 10  - 15  times.

Sitting on a chair or on a table. Hold on to the chair.

Straighten your knees and make small "scissor movements" with your legs.

Repeat 10  - 15  times.

Sit.

Bend and straighten your ankles. 

Repeat 15  - 20  times.

Sit. Lift one arm and place your other hand on the front of the opposite
shoulder.

Turn your upper body and straighten your back. Breathe in and then breathe
out and stretch even more.

Repeat 10  - 15  times.

Sit or stand.

Place your fingertips on your shoulders. Make circles with your elbows, first
backwards, then forwards.

Repeat 10  - 15  times

https://ptuk001a.physiotoolsonline.com/ton/video.aspx?VCheck=1275143922&type=HTML5&id=134&iid=0&actualId=13102335.20041&ts=637203116220857107
https://ptuk001a.physiotoolsonline.com/ton/video.aspx?VCheck=1275143922&type=HTML5&id=1587&iid=0&actualId=13102335.20042&ts=637203116221013391
https://ptuk001a.physiotoolsonline.com/ton/video.aspx?VCheck=1275143922&type=HTML5&id=27460&iid=0&actualId=13102335.20043&ts=637203116221169641
https://ptuk001a.physiotoolsonline.com/ton/video.aspx?VCheck=1275143922&type=HTML5&id=27299&iid=0&actualId=13102335.20044&ts=637203116221325856
https://ptuk001a.physiotoolsonline.com/ton/video.aspx?VCheck=1275143922&type=HTML5&id=22380&iid=0&actualId=13102335.20046&ts=637203116221638352

